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Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility
Focus your idea on business model innovation through partnership

We encourage collaborative discussion between market solution providers and NY electric and gas utilities to co-develop 
innovative business models that advance REV goals.

REV Connect seeks…

Innovative business models

Partnerships with shared risk and reward

Ideas that provide value to 
• customers that adopt your solution 
• all utility ratepayers 
• the utility* (share in revenues, achieve EAMs, etc.)
• you, the submitter (to address a market opportunity 

through utility partnership)

We are not looking for…

Technology-focused pitches

Conventional vendor-to-utility sales

Ideas that
• are costly to customers
• shift costs to customers that don’t participate
• don’t address specific utility interests or targets
• don’t need utility partnership to drive value

Utilities, through REV Connect, seek… Utilities are not looking for…

*See our Utility Business Model Primer for additional detail



Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility 
Create a high-quality business model and partnership structure

Our criteria guide outlines what makes an attractive business model and partnership structure for utilities.

High-quality ideas: 

• Demonstrate and quantify compelling value propositions to utility 
customers that adopt your solution, all other ratepayers, the utility, you, 
and any other key stakeholders 

• Identify all aspects of the business model, including participating parties, 
key stakeholders, and value exchanges

• Define market opportunity and an identified customer need in New York

• Define the target market and quantify the estimated market size, 
scalability, and potential market penetration at scale

• Capture REV financial mechanisms, e.g., earning adjustment mechanism 
(EAM), platform service revenue (PSR), cost savings/deferral, shifting cost 
from ratepayers to market-based approaches, and/or or shared savings

• Align with the utility’s technical capabilities, roadmap, or implementation 
timelines 

• Demonstrate proven track record at comparable scale, including with 
different partners or in different geographies or industries 

High-quality ideas:

• Move beyond conventional vendor-to-utility sales 

• Include shared risks and rewards, including contributions of capital, IP, or 
material-in-kind from you

• Articulate what contribution or information will be required of the utility 
partner and what value they provide to you

• Articulate proposed scope of the initial partnership as well as additional 
growth opportunity

• Describe the roles and responsibilities of the submitter (you) and the 
utility

• Include participation from customers, including residential, commercial, 
institutional, or industrial customers (especially for proposed 
demonstration projects)

• Reflect an understanding of the utility’s specific goals and objectives in 
designing the proposed partnership structure (as represented in 
Innovation Opportunities and Utility Profiles). 

Business Model and Value Proposition Partnership Structure

https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Criteria-Assessment-Guide.pdf


Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility
Pitch your idea in a clear, concise, and compelling way

In your submission and pitch to utilities, you, the submitter, should focus on providing a succinct overview of your idea for
an innovative business model in partnership with a utility. 

Opportunity and solution Business model and value proposition

Partnership structure Submitter capability

What is the problem / need / opportunity that the proposed solution is trying 
to solve?

Describe (as specifically as possible) the value your solution will provide to 
customers, the utility, and you and how that value is created and delivered.

e.g., Removing barrier of high up-front cost for XX technology which, if 
addressed could help the utility achieve the New York State goal of XX. 

Note: Submitters should not spend significant time explaining the technology, and 
instead focus on must-know features that enable them to deliver value. 

e.g., The value propositions to the target customer and target utility are 
[describe using template in Slide 5]. To create and deliver this value, the 
submitter leverages utility data to lower customer acquisition costs, and 
realizes revenue from customer membership fees (which are a share of 
customer savings) which it splits with the utility. 

What role are you playing and contributions are you making in this 
partnership? What are you looking for from the utility?

Have you offered the proposed solution before? Was it successful?

e.g., Submitter and utility co-finance technology deployment under a 50-50 
cost and revenue share. Submitter is responsible for turnkey solution 
development, and is paid monthly performance-based fee by utility, while the 
utility helps identify installation sites that are mutually beneficial for the grid.

e.g., The proposed solution has been adopted by x# of customers, and has 
delivered monthly savings of approximately $xx per customer. The submitter 
has all key partners in place to deliver the proposed solution. 



Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility
Articulate the value proposition to customers and the utility

You should clearly articulate and quantify the value for your target customer(s) and utility as well as why this value, and your
ability to provide it, is superior to existing alternatives in the market.

For ____________________(target customer/segment)

that need _________________(the problem we solve for customers),

our ____________________(proposed solution)

provides ____________________(quantified net benefit for customers)

unlike _______________________(the current market alternative).

We do this by ____________________(how you will engage customers)

as we have done elsewhere, including ________________(prior experience). 

For ____________________(target utility)

that need _________________(the problem we solve for the utility),

our ____________________(proposed solution)

provides ____________________(quantified net benefit for utility)

unlike _______________________(the current market alternative)

as demonstrated ___________________ (prior experience).

We will do this though ____________________(business model type)

which will utilize __________________ (REV financial mechanism).

We are willing to contribute __________________ (capital, IP, or other contribution)

In exchange for ____________________ (what you seek from utility).

Value Proposition to End-Use Customer Value Proposition to Utility

Adapted from Crossing the Chasm by Geoffrey A. Moore 

https://www.amazon.com/Crossing-Chasm-3rd-Disruptive-Mainstream/dp/0062292986/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_14_img_0?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=9CDZK4TGRJ51J8MGSD79


Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility 
Define all components of your business model and partnership structure

Your idea should clearly address how you create, monetize, and deliver value to target customers of your solution, your 
utility partner, and other key stakeholders.

Stakeholder Who are they?
What role do they 

play?

What do they 

provide? To 

Whom?

What do they 

receive? From 

Whom?

Target customers

Target utilities

Partner(s)

Ratepayers

Other 

Stakeholders

Outline of Business Model Components



Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility 
Prepare to discuss additional questions and areas for improvement

Opportunity and solution Business model Partnership structure Submitter capability

• What is the problem / need / 
opportunity that the proposed 
solution is trying to solve?

• How big is the problem in NY State? 
What is the relative size of the 
market? How replicable and 
scalable is it?

• Why is the solution better equipped 
to solve the problem over other 
solutions?

• How is value monetized?
o Revenue from sale to customer?
o Customer bill savings?
o Utility cost savings?
o Revenue from NY-ISO market 

participation?

• What is the value proposition to the 
target customer segment and the 
utility?

• What proof points or indications do 
you have the value proposition is 
compelling?

• What is the estimated cost per 
customer to adopt the solution, and 
what the estimated return (e.g., 
savings)?

• What is your role in the 
partnership?

• What is the envisioned role of the 
utility?
o Capital investment?
o Capital co-investment?
o Lease payment?
o Non-monetary contribution?

• Why do you need or value utility 
participation? Could this not work in 
the absence of the utility?

• Is risk and reward shared between 
you and the utility?
o Is value (revenue, savings) 

shared?
o Is there a performance 

guarantee?
o Is payment tied to 

performance?

• What is your prior experience in this 
space?

• Have you offered the proposed 
solution before? Was it successful?

• Why is the proposed solution 
innovative, and superior to what 
competitors have to offer?

When meeting with a utility, listen and ask questions to deepen your understanding of their need, share your knowledge of 
target customers and their need, and be prepared to discuss your idea in more detail.

Succinct description Succinct descriptionBe prepared to talk in depth Be prepared to talk in depth

Note: Questions are provided as a 
reference. Not all questions will 

necessarily be asked.



Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility
Incorporate learnings from available REV Connect resources

We encourage you to review background information ahead of submitting your idea or meeting with utilities – these 
resources are available on the REV Connect portal.

https://nyrevconnect.com/

New York State utility profiles

REV Briefings, particularly Track Two order, value of DER, 

and principles of REV demo projects summaries

Innovation Opportunity page, including by topic and by utility

REV Connect criteria guide, outlining the requirements for an 

attractive idea

Qualify Consultation guide, outlining questions you should be 

prepared to answer

Utility Business Model Primer

REV Connect Value Tool

https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/track-two-rev-financial-mechanisms/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/value-der-pricing-distributed-resources/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/principles-rev-demonstrations/
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/energy-efficiency/
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Criteria-Assessment-Guide.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Qualify-Consultation-Guide.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/REV-Connect_Utility-Business-Model-Primer.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/value-tool/


Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility
Improve your idea and pitch further with other business resources

To further hone your business model, value proposition and overall pitch, we encourage you to review additional resources –
here are some of our favorites. 

https://startupgps.org/

Business Model Generation and Value Proposition Design
(Strategizer) by Alexander Osterwalder et. al.

https://steveblank.com/
books-for-startups/

Persuasive Business 
Proposals by Tom Sant

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0470876417?ie=UTF8&tag=wwwsteveblank-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0470876417
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1118968050/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1118968050&linkCode=as2&tag=wwwsteveblank-20&linkId=MI44WUDA3TGHFUS4
https://www.amazon.com/Persuasive-Business-Proposals-Customers-Contracts/dp/081441785X/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_14_img_0?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=4GQWZTZAJJJFB1CJKCXP

